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Synopsis: Recently Projection Pursuit Learning (PPL) emerged in the Neural Network (NN)
literatures in recent years which used smoothing functions as activation functions in hidden units of
NN. As this network uses smoothing functions as activation functions for hidden units, adaptability
for various problems is expected to be excellent than other networks.
In this paper we proposed a Tri-fPL network which used trigonometric functions as smoothing
functions in the hidden units. Comparing Tri-PPL method with BPL (Back Propagation Learning
) method through parity discrimination problems, the former is proved to be superior than the
latter on the points of the learning speed and the number of total parameters needed to make
optimum learning.
Keywords: PPL, trigonometric junction, smoothing junction, neural network, parity discrim-
ination, learning speed, parameter number
1 Introduction
In general the activation function of Neural Network (NN) is sigmoidal function with fixed param-
eters when Back Propagation Learning (BPL) is used. Accordingly the limitation of the learning
efficiency is caused.
Recently Projection Pursuit Learning (PPL) method was proposed which uses smoothing func-
tions as activation functions of hidden units [1] [4] [5]. We call the network which uses PPL method
as PPL NN. As PPL NN uses smoothing functions as activation functions in the hidden units, the
characteristic of the network changes flexibly in the learning process. Accordingly the PPL NN is
assumed to be more flexible than BPL one.
In this paper, we proposed a Tri-PPL NN which uses smoothing functions composed of trigono-
metric functions as activation functions of hidden units. The reasons why we used trigonometric
smoothing functions as activation functions were; (1) trigonometric functions can make a system of
orthogonal functions, (2) calculation of polynomial smoothing functions is easy, (3) calculation
of the first derivative of them is easy, (4) the approximation of unknown functions which contain
cyclic characteristic is easy.
The characteristic of item (4) may be useful for the application to the speech recognition,
because it contains cyclic characteristic.
In this study, the learning efficiency of Tri-PPL is evaluated by comparing to that of BPL. In
order to do this, we adopted the parity discrimination problems for input bits and compared (A)
the learning speed and (B) the total number of parameters required for the successive learning
accomplishment for both networks.
The reason why we used the parity discrimination problems for the comparison of both network
efficiencies was that the minimum number of hidden units for three layer BPL NN was already
cleared exactly [2] [3], that is, the necessary total number of parameters for it was known.
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Figure 1: A standard PPL network
In our simulation experiments, we selected the five bits parity discrimination problem. Accord-
ing to the result of this experiments, we confirmed that the Thi-PPL is superior to BPL concerning
(A) learning speed and (B) the total number of parameters necessary for learning accomplishment.
2 The construction and the learning algorithm
2.1 The construction of Tri-PPL NN
PPL NN is constructed as a three layer NN as shown in Figure. 1. Let Yi be the expected output,
then the network characteristics is mathematically expressed as the next model as;
Yi = iii +f f3ikik (t G:kiXi ) (1)
k=l j=l
where Yi == E[Yi], E[fk] == 0, E[ff] == 1, E~=l O~j == 1.{fk} are unknown smoothing functions.
These parameter sets, that is, the direction of projection { Ok == (Okl,··· Okp)}, k == 1··· m, the
magnitude of projection {f1ik} , and unknown smoothing functions {!k} are calculated by minimizing
the next squared error discrimination function (L2).
q
L2 - L WiE[(Yi - Yi)2]
i=l
~Wi E [{Yi - E[Yil-~ f3ikfk(Ok X ) } 2] (2)
In this paper, expressing the mean value for total n learning pairs {( Xl, Yl )}, l == 1·· · n, we
used a operator E[·]. This operator is used as E[Yi] == ~ El=l == Yli == Yi. We evaluated the error
of the network by the mean value of the squared error L2 , that is, E[L2] for each output unit.
We can relatively adjust the contribution of each output error by changing the response weights
{Wi} fixed to the evaluation functions. Generally, when Yi'S have different variation Var(Yi), then
Wi is set to Wi == 1/V ar(Yi) in order to normalize the each loss function. Beside, these variation
values can be calculated through the output values in the learning term.
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2.2 Learning Algorithm of Tri-PPL
In the case of the PPL algorithm, for the estimation of the connection coefficients of hidden units
and output units, linear least square method is adopted, and for the estimation of each nonlinear
activation functions of hidden units, data interpolation method is adopted, and furthermore for the
estimation of the connection weights between input and output units, Gauss-Newton nonlinear least
square method is used. Each parameters of hidden units are estimated for each patterns presented
for learning and, after all patterns have been presented, all parameters are simultaneously adjusted
for each group of hidden units. A subgroup of the k-th hidden unit is composed of the next three
elements as;
• Connection coefficients (3ik; i == 1...q which is a connection coefficient between the k-th hidden
unit and the i-th output unit,
• The smoothing functions fk which is an activation function of the hidden units,
• Connection coefficients akj; j == 1· · · p which is a connection coefficient between the i-th input
unit and the k-th hidden unit.
Here we summarize the optimization procedure to estimate the k-th hidden unit as;
1. Assign the initial values of random variables to Ok ,{!k}, {{3ik} ,
2. Estimate iteratively Ok using Gauss-Newton non-linear least square method,
3. After new Ok is determined, obtain the values of {!k} those are composed of trigonometric
functions as expressed by equation (3),
4. Repeat step 2 to 3 several times,
5. After {!k} and Ok are determined, Estimate {{3ik} using linear least square method,
6. Repeat step 2 to5 until all squared error loss function values L2'S are minimized while changing
the parameters of {{3ik} , Ok, {!k} for all hidden units, where fk is given by the next equation
as;
al sin(okx ) + a2 COS(Ok X ) + ...
+a2R-l sin(ROkX ) + a2R cos(ROkX )
R
L[a2r-l sin(r · OkX) + a2r cos(r · OkX)]
r=l
(3)
3 Experiments and their results
3.1 Parity discrimination problem
To clarify the effectiveness of Thi-PPL for the problems of which input patterns are binary,
we adopted the experiments that discriminate input parity for both Thi-PPL and BPL NN. The
reason is, as already described , that the minimum number of hidden units for general BPL NN to
solve the parity discrimination problems is already known exactly [2] [3]. Accordi~gly, the parity
discrimination problem is suitable for the network evaluation, and the comparison of the necessary
number of hidden units for both networks seemed to be a good method.
According to the recent study about parity discrimination problem, if a sigmoidal function is
used for an activation function of the hidden units, it is proved that to discriminate n bits parity by
BPL NN, at least [n!l] of hidden units is necessary. Where a symbol [A] means a minimum integer
no less than A. Considering calculation time and degree of complexity of the network, we selected
the five bits parity discrimination problem as a standard problem to proceed this experiments.
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3.2 Experimental Method
-In this experiment, we define "the optimum number of hidden units of the network which can
discriminate input parity" as " the number of hidden units with which the network can discriminates
in the shortest discrimination time" ·
In this experiments, we measured the number of networks that converged and their learning time,
while five bits parity discrimination was executed 1000 times by changing the number of hidden
units for both networks. For BPL networks, hidden unit numbers was changed from 3 to 20, and for
Thi-PPL, those was changed from 1 to 15, and the learning times for each case are measured. We
set the convergent error criterion as 1.0 x 10-4 • Furthermore, even if the networks is trapped into a
local minimum, we devised the learning to be stopped by means of such stopping mechanism that,
when the value of squared error may scarcely change, the learning is forced to stop. Explaining this
method more exactly, first we set the value of squared error of the pre-step as L~old) and ,the next,
the renewal one as L~new), then if the next equation (4) is satisfied, then we stopped the learning,
because we think that the learning is finished or trapped at a local minimum.
IL~old) _ L~new)1
(old) ~ 0.0001 (4)
L2
We set a learning coefficient and an acceleration coefficient as 0.15 and 0.9 respectively according
to the experience and set the minimum order of the smoothing polynomial as 3. This number is
selected according to the pre-experiment where we changed the order from low to high, and got
the shortest learning time case as 3. The learning results obtained for both networks are shown
in Figure.2 and Figure.3 respectively. Where the time necessary for parity discrimination learning
was defined as the next equation.
The time necessary for parity discrimination learning (cpu time)
the time necessary to accomplish 1000 trials
the number of networks that converged
The reason why we evaluate the network by the above equation is that, as described above, we
defined the network which has the shortest learning time as " the optimum one" .
For BPL NN, the optimum numbers of the hidden units is multiple, on the other hand, for
Tri-PPL case, the optimum number of them is one. The convergent probability of the Tri-PPL
with a single hidden unit is very low (about 20 %), but as the trapped time to a local point is very
fast, so the single unit case becomes optimum than other multiple cases.
As the construction of the activation function for both NN's is different, so we cold not simply
compare the learning efficiency according to the necessary minimum number of the hidden units
for learning . To compare the learning efficiency of both networks, we adopted the total number of
parameters contained in each network. The relation between "the total number of parameters and
the necessary time for parity discrimination learning" is shown in Figure.4.
The vertical axis in the figure shows the relative learning time where the time needed for Tri-
PPL NN with a single hidden unit to converge is defined as one.
4 Conelusion
BPL method needs longer learning time than that of PPL in the case when the total number of
parameters is too many or too few. The minimum number of hidden units necessary for five parity
discrimination (in this case three units are needed and the total number of parameters is 22) can
not endure practical use.
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Figure 2: Relation between number of hidden units of BPL NN and CPU time necessary for parity
discrimination learning
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Figure 3: Relation between number of hidden units of Tri-PPL and CPU time necessary for parity
discrimination learning
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Figure 4: Relation between the total number of parameters and the necessary time for parity
discrimination learning
It is thought that the networks that have very narrow width of learnable hidden units are very
hard to be treated. Because the suitable numbers of units or parameters are generally unknown
beforehand, it is difficult for us to set the initial number of them on a suitable number. On the
other hand, for Tri-PPL NN parity discrimination is possible even if the hidden unit is one (total
number of parameters is 13). That is, Tri-PPL NN could discriminate input parity with fewer
number of total parameters than that of BPL NN. The convergence time of Tri-PPL has a flat
characteristic comparing to that of BPL for increment of the total parameter numbers.
Moreover Tri-PPL NN has faster learning property than that of BPL. According to these results
and above reasoning, we could conclude that the Tri-PPL is more excellent than the BPL at least
for parity discrimination problems concerning both learning speed and the width of the optimum
number of hidden units.
The future problem imposed to us is to investigate the applicability of this network, for example,
to speech recognition where input speech signal has cyclic property like that of PPL NN.
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